to make predictions about sih1ations,
actions, people and internal states [9].
The stance taken by participants of
a locative narrative experience ensures
that, however naturalistic the soundscape may be, it is arguably perceived
as a mediated artifact. As Barry Tmax
suggests, interpretation of soundscapes
can also ask the listener not merely to
identify the depicted sounds but to contemplate their signification [10].
It is put forward here that the adoption of a stance primed for narrative
engagement combined with perceptual ambiguity enables the listener to
become a participant within a liminal
space. Initiated by audio "props" [11],
this guided imaginative experience
holds the nascent potential for immersion and a seme of presence, which
may be re-figured as Bergson's inh1itive
apprehension of phenomena [12]. The
recollection of presence can be understood as 7ransition-Fel-t.
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A slwrt video descn"b-ing the work can be
found at <WWIV.vimeo.e-om/56391839>.
ABSTRACT

The authQ( descnbes a recent sound insta'lation
that addresses an env".ronmental issue as we,~ as an
issue v.ith our sonic eco~ogy.

·while a Ph.D. candidate in Sydney, I
was given the opporhmity to create
an installation in a small gallery space
at the design faculty of the University
of Technology in that city. Initially I
wanted to create an experience tlmt
would reflect on my primary research
interest, the use of electronic amplifica-

tion at music concerts, underlining the
important role loudspeakers play in
contextualizing sound, whether musical
or nol In that same period of time, I
made a number of trips to the relatively
remote Wolgan Valley, northwest of
the famous Blue i\1ountains of New
South Wales. The abandoned village
ofNewnes offers, in addition to many
outdoor activities, the remains of early
20th-<:entury coal and shale mining.
Shale was mined for the extraction of
petroleum in a complex procedure
that was overtaken economically by
the global oil industry. The industrial
complex at Newnes was dismantled and
abandoned in the mid-1930s. Now the
site shows only tl1e ruinous foundations
with an occasional struch1re still erect.
Images from its heyday show the area
devoid of bush and trees; nowadays
majestic gum trees again have taken
over, suggesting human-made industries
can be reclaimed by nature in a few
generations.
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Fig. L Jos Mulder, view of the imtallation Sound Re.ioun:es slOl\iy disappearing in dirt and
noise, 2011. (© Jos Mulder)

:Mining has always been an important Australian industry; currently the
continent's economy is maintained by
the export of minerals, in large part
brown and black coal. The acceleration
of exploitation and export to maximize
profits from the "boom" fueled by the
growing Southeast Asian economies
leads to much debate and, to some
extent, a divide in Australian society.
The wealth of the resources boom
can easily be recognized in a city like
Sydney, even though the achml mining, processing and transportation
takes place elsewhere, out of sight. For
instance, the electricity grid is fed by
large, coal-fueled power plants a long
Vr'<l.Y away, close to tl1e actual mines and
out of sight, smell and earshot.
1Jy installation piece Soufld Resources
(Fig. 1) was inspired by my environmental concerns and triggered by the
abandoned works in the Wolgan Valley
and the absence of noise and dirt there,
as well as the actual pollution of mining
and coalmining in our daily lives. Mining for the production of electricity was
particularly in mind-electricity that in
addition to many common usages can
be used to power multimedia installations in museums and galleries.
In sketches for the installation I proposed a loudspeaker playing alarming
sounds while over time chunks of coal
would fall onto it, changing its response
and over time destroying the speaker.
In a later phase of the process, I got rid
of the loudspeaker, allowing the falling coal to become the sound source
and eliminating the need for sound
reproduction technology, producing a
motion-sensm--<:ued system powered by
a small solar panel that dropped chunks
of coal from a reservoir. The coal fell
onto a rail, rolling noisily onto the gallery floor, which was filled with other
noisy items: glasses, jars, tins, cans and
so on. To allow for a more direct interaction, I placed a bucket with coal on
a pedestal, allmving visitors to throw or
roll nuggets along a second rail. They
had the option to use their hands (i.e:
~get their hands dirt() or use supplied
BBQ tongs. Over a 3-week period, the
gallery space filled up with coal droppings while at intervals creating noisy
interruptions to the peaceful university
life outside of the gallery. The installation became a pun on two separate le\'els, firstly in its title, "Sound Resources,"
referring to coal as both an energy
resource and a semiotic resource; and
secondly regarding the environment,
reflecting on environmental concerns

from political, ecological and also in
tl1is case sonic perspectives.
The sounds of mining are absent in
most people's lives. Rather than playing
tl1em back from the auditory perspective of a recording, I aimed to recreate
such sounds in a different environment:
as actual sources. Our hearing is very
powerful when it comes to environmental cues. Sound carries much more
meaning than what we perceive intellectually; tl1at said, tl1e use of loudspeakers
diminishes its ecological, "everyday listening" aspects, transferring sound and
framing it into an intellectual "real."
Loudspeakers can produce any
sound imaginable, and digital technology allows us to create those sounds.
Loudspeakers bring these sounds into
the sonic environment and into the
context of the sih~ation in which a work
is on display. In a similar way to a canvas
or a TV screen, loudspeakers create a
sonic frame that essentially underlines
the importance of content oYer context,
while abandoning the potential meaning and complexity of sound's ecological aspects.

in a cafe or off a cell phone, music is an
increasingly common presence in our
public spaces. These sounds rarely have
a function beyond pleasant (or annoying) distraction. They are not intended
for close listening, despite being organized into structures that listeners are
accustomed to following. Yet, whether
our intent is to listen or tune out, the
music's form prompts our unconscious
response.
I frequently find musical sounds
arising unexpectedly in my ambient
recordings. Rather than consider
them distractions from "real"-tltat
is, intended-soundscapes, I want to
embrace these found musical sounds
as sonic events on the same level as
any other sound in a field recording.
I have found that capturing music
·within a broader sound environment
forces two comparisons: It gives the ear
a framework to hear otl1er sounds in
the environment, and it suggests the
culh1ral associations inherent to the
music. Although these comparisons are
directly due to music in the recordings,
the recordings themsel\'es cannot really
be called musical; the music in them is
too buried. Yet the ear and the memory
Acknowledgment
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